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Summary
Objectives:  To summarize current excellent research in the field of
bioinformatics.
Method: Synopsis of the articles selected for the IMIA Yearbook 2007.
Results: Current research in the field of bioinformatics is
characterized by careful evaluation of methods and by improved
integration of methods into clinical workflows. Ongoing research on
genetic causes of diseases is performed on more and better sources of
reference data (genome sets and respective annotations), but is still
hampered by insufficient, lacking or biased patient data. The
application area of bioinformatics has been broadened, leading to
amendment or even replacement of traditional methods in fields like
characterization of microorganisms. Researchers carry out thorough
statistical analyses in order to ensure quality and methodological
correctness of new methods based on bioinformatic approaches
which are more and more competitive compared to well-established
techniques.
Conclusions: The best paper selection of articles on bioinformatics
shows examples of excellent research on methods concerning
original development as well as quality assurance of previously
reported studies. The crucial role of reliable and comprehensive data
sources is affirmed, while technical development draws attention to
the increasing problem of comparability of data derived some years
ago with weaker equipment and those that are of up-to-date quality.
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Introduction
Current trends in literature show ongo-

ing integration of clinical bioinfor-

matics into more and more f ields of

clinical practice. Analysis of genetic

patient data helps in guiding diagnos-

tic and therapeutic work, especially in

determining between different causes

of diseases with rather similar f indings

and signs on macroscopic level [1, 13,

2-4]. Substantial work based on differ-

ential coexpression analysis of micro-

array data [5, 6, 13] will increase the

understanding of cancer and will hope-

fully lead to improvements in diagno-

sis and treatment. However, with the

increasing use of vast amounts of ex-

isting data researchers have to pay at-

tention to several traps caused by mis-

fits of original and current purposes of

referred data. As microarray techniques

are easily available and can be per-

formed quickly and on considerable

quantities of cases, researchers are se-

duced to relate their new f indings on

the microscale level to existing clinical

data on the macroscale level. [15]

shows perils and shortcomings that can

rise from this proceeding and gives

hints based on recommendations given

by Cox [8]. Thorough treatment of data

using appropriate statistical methods,

however, can lead to impressive results

giving detailed insight into the mecha-

nisms of cancer outbreak and growth

[13] or on phylogenetic relationship [7,

12, 14]. Clinical bioinformatics is not

only restricted to applications performed

on the human genome, as there are con-

siderable efforts on characterization of

microorganisms playing a key role in

infectouos diseases. Phylogenetic analy-

ses help in identifying microorganisms

and their relationship in more detail

than traditional methods could [12].

Best Paper Selection
The best paper selection of articles for

the section ‘bioinformatics’ in the IMIA

Yearbook 2007 reflects these trends and

follows the tradition of previous year-

books ([9-11]) in presenting examples

of excellent research on methods used

for microarray analyses, handling and

screening gene data annotations as well

as comprehensive clinical studies based

on statistical methods.

Four excellent articles representing the

research in four different countries (two

from Asia reflecting the growing influ-

ence of this region) were selected from

four international peer-reviewed jour-

nals in the fields of medicine, medical

informatics, and bioinformatics. Table

1 presents the selected papers. A brief

content summary of the selected best

papers can be found in the appendix of

this report.
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Section   

Bioinformatics

Cai Z, Mao X, Li S, Wei L. Genome Comparison using Gene Ontology (GO) with statistical testing. BMC Bioinformatics 2006; 
7:374. 
Choi JK, Yu U, Yoo OJ, Kim S. Differential coexpression analysis using microarray data and its application to human cancer. 
Bioinformatics 2005; 21:24; 4348-4355. 
Goh CS, Gianoulis TA, Liu Y, Li J, Paccanaro A, Lussier YA, Gerstein M. Integration of curated databases to identify genotype-
phenotype associations. BMC Genomics 2006; 7:257. 
Mansmann U. Genomic profiling. Methods Inf Med 2005; 44:454-60.

Table 1   Best paper selection of articles for the IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2007 in the section ‘Bioinformatics’. The articles are listed in
alphabetical order of the first author’s surname.

Conclusions and Outlook
The best paper selection for the Year-

book section ‘bioinformatics’ can by no

means reflect the broadness of the field

that is still increasing impressively. The

selected papers, however, shed light on

some special aspects deserving particu-

lar attention as they concern  method-

ological questions in the near future. A

period of rapid development in the

realm of laboratory equipment, sensi-

bility of reagents and devices as well

as improvement of algorithms has lead

to extensive and fruitful experimental

work. The current state shows a need

for consolidation in terms of applica-

tion purposes and, especially, in qual-

ity assurance mainly achieved by car-

rying out intensive statistical analyses

on the primary results. This holds in

particular for the typical situation that

studies are combined from existing

clinical data of patients whose DNA is

investigated in current experiments in

order to relate genomic f indings to

clinical outcomes. The years to come

will probably show more and more stud-

ies that are fully designed in advance

and performed by collecting clinical and

genomic data simultaneously and with

single-purpose restrictions. Future

analyses will show if the current strate-

gies of ex-post statistical correction are

sufficient or if novel and coherent stud-

ies will lead to results that can not be

anticipated at the moment.

Up-to-date information about current

and future issues of the IMIA Yearbook

is available at http://www.schattauer.de/

index.php?id=1384
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* The complete papers can be accessed in the
Yearbook’s full electronic version, provided that
permission has been granted by the copyright
holder(s)

Appendix: Content Summa-
ries of Selected Best Papers
for the IMIA Yearbook 2007,
Section Bioinformatics*

Cai Z, Mao X, Li S, Wei L

Genome Comparison using Gene Ontology
(GO) with statistical testing

BMC Bioinformatics 2006;7:374

Gene Ontology (GO) is a sound and

fast growing basis for exploring the

genetic basis of differences in biologi-

cal traits between species. [12] used GO

annotations available for two complete

genome sets of cyanobacteria, and de-

veloped a statistical approach to ensure

the reliability of the differences de-

tected.  After assignment of GO terms

to the genes in question using BLAST

searches against genes with known GO

assignments, the abundance of genes in

the two genomes was compared using

a chi-squared test and a subsequent false

discovery rate correction. Different

BLAST cutoffs were examined to dis-

tinguish variations in the sets of identi-

fied differences. Further the variations

of results depending on subsets of genes

or on complete genome sets were stud-

ied in the comparison of human vs.

mouse and of Saccharomyces cerevisiae

vs. Schizosaccharomyces pombe.

Choi JK, Yu U, Yoo OJ, Kim S

Differential coexpression analysis using
microarray data and its application to
human cancer

Bioinformatics 2005; 21:24;4348-55

Microarrays can help in identifying dif-

ferential expression of individual genes

as well as cluster genes that are co-

expressed over various conditions. [13]

studied alteration in coexpression rela-

tionships and proposed a model for

f inding differential coexpression from

microarrays that can serve in testing

biological validity with respect to can-

cer. They constructed a tumor coex-

pression network and a normal one,

based on 10 published gene expression

datasets from cancers of 13 different

tissues. Cancer affected many coex-

pression relationships, mainly func-

tional changes such as alteration in en-

ergy metabolism, promotion of cell

growth and enhanced immune activity.

The coexpression changes were not

caused by differential expressions. Tu-

mor-stage dependent differences were

detected and discussed, but were not

taken into account in the result presen-

tation.

Goh CS, Gianoulis TA, Liu Y, Li J, Paccanaro
A, Lussier YA, Gerstein M

Integration of curated databases to identify
genotype-phenotype associations

BMC Genomics 2006;7:257

Fast detection of potentially harmful

microorganisms is a crucial challenge

in clinical practice and biodefense.

Characterization of unknown microor-

ganisms can be achieved by prediction

of its phenotype based on the molecules

encoded by its genome. [14] introduce

a systematic approach that combines

phenotypic information from a bio-

medical informatics database

(GIDEON) with molecular information

derived from NCBI’s Clusters of

Orthologous Groups database. Integrat-

ing the information in the two databases

lead to correlation of the presence or

absence of a given protein in a microbe.

Its phenotype is determined by molecu-

lar characteristics or survival in particu-

lar growth media, as it is usually done.

The authors could confirm 66 % of the

associations by the literature with a 0.8

correlation score threshold; 86 % were

positively verif ied at a 0.9 correlation

threshold. They found possible pheno-

typic manifestations for proteins con-

cerning sugar metabolism and electron

transport and expect a possible exten-

sion of their approach to linking patho-

genic phenotypes with functionally re-

lated proteins.

Mansmann U

Genomic profiling

Methods Inf Med 2005;44:454-60

The use of microarrays to generate

prognostic profiles has become a wide-

spread method, but literature shows se-

vere shortcomings in methodology

with respect to the six key issues of a

good experimental design formulated

by Cox [8] as early as 1958. [15] ana-

lyzed three original papers [16-18] on

the prognosis of breast cancer using

genomic prof iling according to their

compliance with Cox’ key issues. He

discusses the applied methods and data

sets regarding the definition of relevant

endpoints, avoidance of systematic bias,

generalizability of results, appropriate

sample size to achieve sufficient power,

simple design as prerequisite for inter-

pretability, and avoidance of artif icial

assumptions. Detailed discussion of

accordance of the papers to the six prin-

ciples ends up with finding severe vio-

lations in all of them. [15] proposes a

strategy to assess whether a study has

achieved a high level of quality and to

establish a suitable protocol for future

prof iling projects.


